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With the Latest Jordans Shoes collection officially unveiled, Ronnie Fieg made his
directorial debut to put together a short film in honor of the collection. The film
is done with a voiceover that has Pip talk about his timeless game, even though its
not very appreciated as it should be thanks to Air Jordan. However, Pippen is aware
of that and that's why he tells you some of the things that he did. clutch blocks,
extra passes, even makes a nod at Pippen's dunk over Ewing, which just saw a shoe
release in its honor.
The Reigning MVP in Russell Westbrook also currently happens to be the cornerpiece
in Jordan Brand's marketing plans right now. After signing the largest deal in Best
Jordans Shoes
history, it is expected that he will get his own sig shoe in the next few years.
However, for now, Brodie has his own colorways of Jordan's flagship 32.Done up in
OKC's alt. Color scheme, the shoe takes on a predominately Orange upper, with
flyknit hits of Royal blue, as well as leather hits of Royal blue on the sock liner
and bordering the silver and orange Wings logo. Finishing the shoe is a Orange sole
unit, and a blue Jumpman on the midsole.
Cheap Jordan Shoes was seen rocking a brand new colorway of the Lebron XV. Both
Isaiah Thomas and Kevin Love sported Lebron's first signature shoe, the Air Zoom
Generation, in the "First Game" colorway. Funny enough, Love said he got his pair
from Channing Frye, who was seen in the Kobe AD. Point Guard Derrick Rose, who will
start in place of Isaiah Thomas while he recovers from injury, was wearing a Black
and White colorway of his new Adidas Rose VIII. Newly acquired Jeff Green was
spotted in a classic: the Air Jordan XI "Cool Grey". Lastly, was Iman Shumpert, who
was seen in a pair of Balenciaga Knit-Socks.
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